SELAQUI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
SUMMER VACATION ASSIGNMENT 2017-18
CLASS V

ENGLISH
1.

READING BOOKS
Books are not lifeless papers. They are lighthouses erected in the great sea of time. You can
read the following books and write a paragraph about the character that you did not like in
the book. Give your reasons for it.
Some of the books are given here (You can choose your own personal story book as well)
Group 1-Panchatantra Stories in English
Group2-Malgudi Days by R.K.Narayan
Group3-The Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling
Group 4-Indian Folktales by Anupa Lal
Group5-The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain

2.

NEWSPAPER READING
You must read the newspaper daily. Will broaden your outlook and develop your language
skills.
A.
B.

3.

Find meanings of 3 new words daily for two weeks. Compile like a dictionary.
Make a word chain. The last two letters of the word should be from the first two letters
of the next word. For example-Metal-Almost-Stranger-Eruption….and so on. You
should not use any 3 or 4 lettered words.

WRITING
Buy a cursive writing book and right one page every day.

MATHEMATICS
Prepare a colourful folder or a scrap book to do the following activities:1.

Write & Learn tables from 2 to 20.

2.

Find out any 5 mobile numbers.
Now do as directed:-

a.

Write the number names for each mobile number (using both Indian and international place
value system)

b.

Jumble the numbers of each mobile number to find the smallest and the largest number you

can form using the same digits.
c.

Arrange the mobile numbers in ascending order.

3.

Make a tangram using different geometrical shapes.
Example:- A clown – face in the shape of a circle, body – rectangle, eyes- circle, nosetriangle, cap- triangle…..(you can make car, a house, a doll etc.) use origami sheets in
your scrap book.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE (EVS)

Do at least 3 of the suggested activities given below. It would be real fun talking about
them once you come back to school. Click your photographs while doing so and make a
collage or a scrapbook.


Read storybooks twice in a week.



Hang your clothes to dry and fold them twice in a week.



Don’t forget to spend time with your grandparents and help them.



Plant a tree and nurture it.



Splash in water: have fun while washing your handkerchiefs and T-shirts.



Put the seeds for sprouting (channa, rajma, moong dal etc.) and observe the changes taking
place. Make a salad and enjoy eating it. (click photographs)



With the help of your parents, make a mango shake fusion and enjoy drinking it with them.
(experiment with ice-cream/rooh-af-za/ dry fruits).
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